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Knocking on the office door of Hunter 

Lloyd, I wasn’t quite sure what to expect. 

His job description at Montana State 

University included professor, computer 

scientist, comedian, and avid robo-tician.. 

I had some general knowledge of the man: he dropped out of college his junior year in the 

middle of completing his business major, ending up in the comedian circuit for a few years, 

andthen went back to college to obtain his graduate degree in computer science. So, what 

made the comedian behind the scientist? Or is it the scientist behind the comedian? The door 

jumped open but abruptly came to halt as it hit a stack of books and papers. I peered through 

the gap in the entryway, down on top of a thinning swath of silver hair as he made an 

exasperating attempt to pull the papers out from under the door. 

“I apologize for the mess,” he breathed heavily. As I squeez through the crack in the doors, the 

first thing I notice is a white robot with grey accents sitting on top of yet another pile of papers 

in the corner of the room. A piece of tape with the name “Bugsy” is scrawled across the robots 

arm, denoting him from the rest of the many others Lloyd owns. “We don’t have much time to 

keep the office together,” he jokes, motioning to Bugsy with his bushy eyebrows. 

The room is a mess. Books, papers, parts of robots, three computer screens each equipped with 

their 20th century keyboards, and three extra office chairs scatter the room. There is only one 

chair that is worth rescuing from the weight of Lloyd’s seemingly chaotic life so that I may have 

a seat. Smiling to myself as I sit down, I realize I am not dealing with your average computer 

geek stereotype: pants waist high with a collared paisley blue shirt on and glasses that take up 

the entirety of his face. No—if I were to see him on the street, I would stereotype him as the 

average Montanan sports fan.  

Surprisingly,  Lloyd is just that. Besides participating in the international Robocup every year 

(Robocup is the equivalent to the international soccer World Cup, but for robots) Lloyd coaches 

a 5th-and 6th-grade football team near his hometown, Bozeman, MT. Lloyd has even 

programmed his own personal robot, Looney, to change the channel on the television to ESPN 

when he asks it to. “I’ve always been a sports fan. Computer Science came later… not until the 

mid-seventies when home desktop computers were becoming popular.” Lloyd’s interest in 



computer programming started when his neighbor in the seventies got a computer in their 

garage. At this time in Lloyd’s life, he was still on the comedian circuit, appearing on channels 

such as MTV, VH1 and the Comedy Channel, opening for Tim Allen and Jerry Seinfeld. In search, 

for yet another change in his life, he decided to finish his business degree and start his graduate 

degree in computer science where he was able to combine his love for comedy and computer 

science by giving talks.  

“I thought it would be a good way to get kids interested in pursuing computer science. That was 

until a Physics teacher at Miles High high school sabotaged all the punch lines of my jokes with 

his explosions.” That’s when Lloyd decided he needed something more than his jokes to keep 

people interested while he was up on stage. He needed a companion. He needed a robot. 

“A robot was perfect because I could program him to not only carry on a conversation on stage, 

but get the reaction I wanted as well. Monkey see, monkey do,” he said through a grinning 

teeth and half-a-wink. 

Now in his fifties, Lloyd has seen computer science develop and progressively get more 

sophisticated throughout his years. Although he has had little interest in enhancing computer 

science, he has devoted himself to making computer science an exciting field for students. In 

the classroom, he lets his comedian side flourish, cracking jokes and incorporating fun and 

exciting demonstrations. Most of the time, his robots participate in the demonstrations. 

So, how exactly do you program a robot, or anything for that matter? I had to know how Bugsy 

in the corner over there could hear, feel, talk, and see. Lloyd, having given this speel more times 

than he probably cares to remember, rattled of the logistics of the process while hardly taking a 

breath. 

“First you have to create a script on your computer, telling him what to do in response and then 

transfer it to him while he is on the same network. If for example I say ‘Ketchup’, I can tell him 

in the script to find and get the ketchup bottle from the fridge.” 

Bugsy and others can also move in different ways after one of their senses are stimulated by an 

action or words. Like the old Disney movie animation Lloyd can tell him to hold one position 

and then one second later in time, ask him to be in another. He can move from having his hand 

raised to putting it at his side in one full motion. Demonstrating, Lloyd casually said the word 

“Question”. Bugsy immediately raided his hand and turned to his head straight ahead. 

“I’ve even programmed one of my house robots to say ‘beautiful’ when they see my wife’s 

face,” Lloyd added with crooked smile and a glint in his eye as Bugsy slowly lowered his hand to 

his side. 

Lloyd is not your average robo-tician; he has won several medals in the Robo Olympics the past 

four years. His personal robot, Looney, won five and six medals in the 2012 and 2013 

International Robo Olympics respectively, earning him the title ‘Top Robot’ both years. He has 

also acquired last years’ NASA Innovation Award for his robot the ‘Montana Wasp’. These are 



just a few of an impressive amount of accolades he has acquired over the past few years.Robots 

are fun, and so is being a comedian, but one rarely thinks of computer science as a wild career 

to pursue. Why computer science?  

“You have to be creative to solve problems, to program machines that otherwise wouldn’t be 

‘alive’. It’s more than the logistics.” The intent and passion behind his eyes told me he had no 

intention of changing his lifestyle again. This man was always meant to be the comedian under 

the computer scientist.  

Lloyd snatches a glance at the watch on his wrist. “Wop, I gotta go! I oversee my kids’ robotics 

club. They have a competition in a couple weeks.” What do you know, he’s a family man, too. 

And just like that, he is smashing papers together into a folder, talking me out the door. Bugsy 

has come to life with Lloyds rapid and abrupt attempt to get out in a hurry. I thank him for his 

time, and gently push the papers back so I can get out of his office. He, waves his hand at me 

and gruffly responds, “Yep, yep anytime.” 

Walking away, I think to myself, Lloyd is definitely a computer scientist underneath the 

comedian. What a fun—yes fun—life he has. 


